
1855 BLK ANGUS

052283 - Beef Frs Brisket Boneless 46201
CARCASS SELECTIONCattle Source: Certified ProgramAMS G-70 G.F. Swift 1855 Black
Angus BeefCattle Type: Mixed Steers &/Or HeifersUnder 30 Months of AgeGrade:
USDA Choice or HigherBorn, Raised, and Harvested in the USA
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Beef Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

1855 BLK ANGUS JBS USA, LLC - Beef Beef

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

46201 052283 90076338462011 4 4 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

50lb 50lb Yes USA No No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

23.63in 15.88in 9.13in 1.98ft3 5x7 42DAYS 28°F / 38°F

PACKAGING INFORMATIONVacuum Bag: Low Temperature28
W X 12 LGraded Bag: USDA ChoicePkg Arrangement: Layer
Pack(1) In bag-nose first. (2) The safe handling statement
and establishment bug must be preprinted on all bags. (3)
Pack the briskets fat side up in the box. (4) Lay the length of
the product to the length of the box. (5) Pack two briskets
per layer side by side.

4 oz

Starting with a 118 brisket, trim the external fat cover to specification. Block the tail to 90 degrees to the brisket/arm break
so the lean thickness maintains a 1/2 inch or greater thickness for the entire tail.The brisket/arm chuck separation is a
straight line that passes through the cartilaginous juncture of the first rib and the sternum and continues in a line that is
perpendicular to the cut which separates the chuck from the rib between the 5th and 6th ribs. No rose meat is allowed to
be left on the brisket. Trim the sternum fat flush with the lean of the belly unless noted otherwise in the special product
requirements. The minimum width of the brisket (measured at the posterior end of the deckle pocket) is 5 inches. Remove
the breast bone, ribs, and deckle at the natural seam exposing the lean surface. Trim the belly surface to specification.
Check brisket width at the posterior end of the sternum fat. Trim chuck muscle to specification. Trim any scores greater
than specification to specification. "A" weight grade cattle (600/DN) cannot be used for this product. When running "D"
weight range cattle the maximum piece weight of the brisket can not exceed 18 pounds. Briskets over 18 pounds must be
trimmed down to 18 pounds or less. The external surface fat is trimmed to  inch. The wedge fat under the ear of the web
muscle will be trimmed flush with arm/brisket break. Lean will be exposed salt and pepper over 50% of the length of the
ear of the web muscle. The lean surface exposed after removing the deckle (belly) will be trimmed leaving only flake fat.
Flake fat is defined as an area less than 1 square inch X .1 inch deep. The sternum fat will be flush with the lean surface of
the belly of the brisket and follow the contour of the belly-line edge. Maximum fat thickness of 1 inch There will be no
more than 4 inches square X .25 inch thick of chuck muscle left on the nose of the brisket. a. There will be no rose meat
allowed on the brisket. Lean thickness of the deep pectoral muscle will be 1/2 inch and maintained for the entire length of
the tail when measured at any point of the brisket/navel separation. The minimum width of the brisket (measured at the
posterior end of the deckle pocket) is 5 inches. The line from the brisket/navel separation will be 90 degrees +/- 1 inch to
the line from the brisket/arm separation. Scores will not exceed 3 inches long X 1/2 Inch deep.
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